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Incorporating Ecological and Social Benefits into Land Planning and Development through Integration of Engineering With Nature® (EWN®) and Landscape Architectural Practices
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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is responsible for maintaining coastal navigation assets in the United States that include: 1,067 navigation projects, 19 lock chambers, 13,000 miles of channels, 929 navigation structures, and 844 bridges. USACE inland navigation assets include: 27 inland river systems, 207 lock chambers (at 171 lock sites), and 12,000 miles of inland river channels. In many instances, USACE-maintained assets and/or future-anticipated, water-dependant projects offer opportunities to incorporate ecological and social benefits while still accomplishing the desired engineering outcomes. Recently, the USACE’s Engineering With Nature® (EWN®) Initiative commenced a research and development project that is investigating ways to facilitate the aforementioned, “value-added” approach to infrastructure through more deliberative collaborations with a team of landscape architects. By way of background, the EWN Initiative enables more sustainable delivery of economic, social, and environmental benefits associated with water resources infrastructure through a program of activities that sustainably deliver economic, environmental, and social benefits through collaborative processes.

As disciplines, the EWN Initiative and landscape architecture (LA) consider many of the same opportunities related to infrastructure design and performance, such as the re-imagining of existing infrastructure to meet more diverse and functional engineering criteria, providing greater ecological value, and delivering recreational opportunities as well as aesthetic benefits. While EWN engineers and scientists bring a knowledge of natural processes and an understanding of how these processes get integrated, landscape architects (LAs) are formally trained to think about how people interact with a design. LAs translate the conceptual stage of a project directly into a specific drawing, using a visual vocabulary for communicating how natural processes can be integrated into traditional engineering projects. Given the complimentary nature of these two disciplines and mutual interest in infrastructure enhancement, this research project was initiated to further promote those shared design principles and precedent knowledge, which can be integrated into EWN approaches that are collaboratively pursued among engineers, hydrologists, biologists, ecologists, and landscape architects.

During this presentation, attendees will be introduced to several USACE’s water resource infrastructure projects that are being evaluated as part of this study. Information specific to the original projects’ primary purpose and need will be offered in an effort to establish a baseline of initially intended outcomes. Subsequent project designs will illustrate the iterative approach used by the EWN engineers/scientists and LAs to incorporate measures that result in the addition of environmental and social benefits. Finally, LA renderings will be highlighted to further illustrate the benefits of pursuing infrastructure projects using this innovative approach that integrates EWN and LA techniques. Case studies may include, but are not limited to: Comite Canal, Louisiana, US; Moses Lake Tide Gate, Texas, US; Port Author Levee System, Texas, US; W.P. Franklin South Recreation Area, Florida, US; and the Moore Haven Lock & Dam, Florida, US.